Cooper Pharma Launched New Range of Medicines

Cooper Pharma Limited Headquartered in Delhi, the proud capital of India, has a powerful element of social responsibility inscribed in its’ values and its’ concern for the society beyond its’ business motives.

July 31, 2008 - PRLog -- “Cooper Pharma Limited Headquartered in Delhi, the proud capital of India, has a powerful element of social responsibility inscribed in its’ values and its’ concern for the society beyond its’ business motives. Alleviation of the sufferings of mankind, availability of the medicines to all at affordable price without any discrimination and continued efforts to improve the quality of the medicines, are our values and mission.”
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New Delhi, India, July 29, 2008: Cooper Pharma remains a leading name in the world of generic and brand medicines. Cooper not only manufactures the generic and brand medicines but also plays a vital part in exporting it as well. As a leading name in the generic and brand medicines the Cooper always brings in new products in regular intervals.

Some of the highly placed company sources informed that the latest range of medicines will offer a completely new dimension in the world of medicines. The buyers through using these products will be able to attain complete satisfaction. These sources told that product range are competent enough for offering a complete satisfaction to the buyers.

While talking to the media the Manager, Sales of the company, assured that the highly efficient range of medicines will enable the buyers accomplish complete satisfaction. The manager affirmed that the highly effective features of this product range will enable your health experience a complete satisfaction.

The generic as well as the brand medicine industry in past few years experienced an enormous growth in the form of export especially. Cooper Pharma has been successful in being the leading manufacturer and the exporter of generic drugs.

Cooper Pharma is the leading manufacturer & exporter of generic and manufacturing drugs. Cooper Pharma has always considered their customers as their greatest possession. Cooper Pharma with their latest product range of medicines remains confident about meeting the customer’s goal in a competent way.

For more information about Cooper Pharma please log on to : http://www.cooperpharma.com/home.htm

COOPER PHARMA, Gulabi Bagh, Shakti Nagar, Delhi -110052
Phone No: : +91-011-23653404, +91-11-23653537-39
Fax : ++91-011-23653540
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